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Whole Body Counting in Erythrocyte Survival Studies

To the Editor:

In Cancer Research, 26: 198-201, Feb.

1966, Brodsky et at. describe a method for

determining the red cell survival in mice,

based on whole-body counting after injec-

tion of 51Cr-labeled red cells.

Inspired by this article, we decided to use
the method which seemed to have some
obvious advantages over the sampling

method.
Three hundred /L1. of red cells, labeled

with 1 �uc. 51Cr ( specific activity 72.8 mC./

mg. were given to each mouse ( female

Swiss Webster, 25 Cm. ). The T0 plus 24 hr.
whole-body count was used as the 100 per

cent value for the calculation of T/2. In
our normal mice ( 25 ) we found a T/2 of

18-20 days, which is the same as the value

given by Brodsky.
However, to check the method for its

ability to detect hemolysis, we induced

severe hemolytic anemia in groups of mice

by s.c. injection of a 0.2 per cent phenyl-
hydrazine solution in saline. Doses of 0.5,

1.0 and 2.0 mg. were given on three con-

secutive days. The injection of phenylhy-

drazine was started on the day after injec-

tion of the labeled cells. The hematocnt
values dropped to 25-30 per cent and the

reticulocyte count increased to almost 100
per cent in the following days.

As can be seen from Figure 1, there was

no accelerated decline in the radioactivity
in the phenylhydrazine-treated animals.
Two separate series were run with an equal

Drs. Pollack, Balcerzak and Crosby i have

shown well the magnitude of error that

exists in whole-body counting of 59Fe as its

bodily distribution changes with time. The
existence of this error in most studies with
whole-body counters has been ignored or

whistled away with the assumption that a

standard-dose-reference phantom will cor-

number of control animals. In the last series

shown on the figure, half of the animals in
each group received the labeled red cells

i.v., the other half i.p., with no significant

difference. The mice were observed for 30
days with frequent whole-body counts. At

the end of this period, there was still no
significant difference in the remaining radio-

activity between the groups.
A group of 10 normal mice were observed

further for 20 days. From the 30th to the
50th day there was very little elimination

of radioactivity.
The mice were killed on the 50th day,

counted, splenectomized, recounted, hepa-
tectomized, and recounted. We found that

of the remaining radioactivity (44 per cent
of the injected dose) 48±5 per cent was in

the spleen and 19±5 per cent in the liver.
It appears that the excretion of the

chromium label has no relation to the rate
of breakdown of the red cells, and that
about half of the label is excreted at a
very slow rate-about 1 per cent per day.

The biologic half-life of the chromium still
present in the body after four weeks thus

approaches the physical half-life of chrom-
ium.
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Initial Whole-Body Count in Iron-59

rect it.2 The authors 1 are to be commended

on their development of the use of a small

intravenous dose of isotope as a means of

obtaining an initial standard count before

oral administration of the test dose in an
absorption study. Their approach, however,
corrects only for the error when absorption
and excretion of unabsorbed radioisotope

are complete and the absorbed tracer is

finally diffused evenly throughout the body.
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If relocalization occurs, as in some systems

and diseases, their method may err in the

opposite direction.

We have been developing a technic that

will correct for the diffuse initial intravenous

dose that becomes localized as well as for

the localized initial oral close that becomes

diffused.

\Ve have studied this prol)lem with the

use of radioactive point sources in man-

sized compartmentecl water phantoms in a

multicrystal whole-body 4 Multi-

channel energy spectrum counts were made
with a point source of �#{176}Felocated at 30

different positions in the phantom. The

results when the counts in the photopeaks

(1.0-1.4 Mev) are used are shown in Table

1, expressed as per cent of the reference
count obtained when the source is in the

center of the trunk compartment. Differ-
ences of as much as +54 per cent are ob-

served. The table also shows our results

when the counts in a specific portion of the

Compton scatter (0.6-1.0 Me�) are used.

With this alteration in counting method

the maximum difference is only +12 per

cent. \Vhen these data are then corrected

for the mass of each of the 10 Phantom

compartments, to simulate uniform distril)u-

tion, the cotiiit difference bet�veen a iini-
form distribution and a point source in the

stomach is +28 per cent with the photopeak

counts l)tIt only +3 per cent with the

Compton scatter ( 0.6-1.0 Me� ) as shown

here.
\Ve suggest that this “scatter counting”

approach is another solution to the prol)lem
and makes unnecessary two closes to the

same patient as described l)y Pollack et al.�

Also, the counting error that occurs in trans-

location of nondiffusecl tracers can he cor-

rected l)y this method.’ This kind of correc-

tion method, however, has never been

studied with liquid scintillation systems.’

I’rom the Medical Division, 0(1k Ridge

In.stitute of Nuclear Studies, an operating

unit of Oak Ridge Associated Universities,

Inc., Oak Ridge, Tennessee, under contract

wit/u the United States Atomic Lnergy

Coni mission.
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Table 1.-Per Cent Response from 59Fe Point Source in Water Phantom

Body Section

A. Peak Response*

Front Center
(%) (%)

Back
(%)

B. Scatter Responset

Front Center
(%) (%)

Back
(%)

Lt. Leg. 134.9 132.4 154.2 101.1 109.0 112.1

Rt. Leg 136.8 128.0 151.3 103.9 107.6 110.6

Lt. Thigh 128.7 118.9 143.4 99.0 104.3 107.5

Rt. Thigh 131.4 119.0 141.1 101.0 103.4 103.4

Pelvis 123.2 102.1 141.9 98.3 103.0 107.5

Trunk 127.1 100.0 142.0 97.8 100.0 106.1

Neck 125.5 109.3 141.3 104.2 102.0 104.1

Head 136.7 108.2 143.8 99.6 99.6 104.8

Lt. Arm 134.4 125.5 134.1 102.0 106.5 105.8

Rt. Arm 137.1 137.2 129.7 103.9 109.7 104.9

*lO..14 Mev

fO.6-1.0 Mev
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